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MAGNETIC FIELD-INDUCED GAP IN QUANTUMSPIN CHAINS: EPR CHARACTERISTICS�A.A. Zvyagina;b and G.A. ZvyaginabaMax-Plank Institut für Chemishe Physik fester Sto�e, Dresden, GermanybB.I. Verkin Institute for Low Temperature Physis and EngineeringNational Aademy of Sienes of Ukraine, Kharkov, Ukraine(Reeived July 10, 2002)Reently several ompounds revealed properties of a one-dimensional(1D) spin 1/2 antiferromagneti Heisenberg hain (AHC) with gapless low-lying spin exitations in the absene of an external magneti �eld H .A weak external magneti �eld leads an appearane of a spin gap. Thegap onset is related to the staggered Dzyaloshinskii�Moriya (DM) inter-ation or e�etive g-fators of magneti ions. Experimentally measuredthermodynami properties annot distinguish between those two originsfor the spin�gap formation. We propose the experiment, by whih onean distinguish between those two possibilities: an eletroni paramagnetiresonane (EPR) in the parallel pumping geometry.PACS numbers: 75.10.Jm, 76.30.�v1. The interest to quantum low-dimensional spin systems has grownonsiderably. The spin 1/2 AHC is probably one of the best studied models.This system is disordered even in the ground state in the absene of H [1℄.Low-lying exitations (LLE) are spinons, whih are gapless in the abseneof external �elds and relativisti interations. This gapless behavior of LLEis the origin of the �nite zero-T magneti suseptibility and linear in Tbehavior of the spei� heat for this model. Due to the absene of the spingap it has been di�ult to �nd real materials with properties similar tolow-T features of the spin 1/2 AHC: Any inter-hain spin�spin interationin a 3D system produes a magneti ordering and the low-T behavior ofmagneti harateristis are determined by it. The behavior of 1D quantumspin systems with gapped LLE (whih possess spin gaps) are very di�erent,� Presented at the International Conferene on Strongly Correlated Eletron Systems,(SCES02), Craow, Poland, July 10�13, 2002.(1399)



1400 A.A. Zvyagin, G.A. Zvyaginae.g., for HAC with integer site spins [2℄, for half-integer spin systems with the�easy-axis� magneti anisotropy [1℄ and systems with the spin-Peierls perioddoubling, where the spin gap persists at zero values of H, too. Reently newmaterials were disovered, whih behavior is reminisent of the spin 1/2AHC in the absene of H (i.e., their LLE are gapless), while in the preseneof a weak H their properties manifest that the magneti �eld an induea spin gap for LLE: the opper benzoate [3℄, Yb4As3 [4℄, in whih e�etivehains along speial diretions are formed and opper pyrimidine [5℄. In thoseompounds H auses the spin gap, either due to staggered (alternating) DMinteration [6℄ or beause of staggered e�etive g-fators of magneti ions [7℄.Both, a staggered DM interation and staggered external magneti �eld anprodue a spin gap for LLE. This gap de�nes exponentially small low-Tmagneti suseptibility and magneti spei� heat there. It is di�ult todetermine, whih one of these two staggered interations are present in realompounds.2. Here we propose the set-up for an experiment, whih an distinguishbetween those two mehanisms of the formation of the spin gap: the EPR.We start with the e�etive HamiltonianH0 = JXj ~Sj ~Sj+1+(Jz � J)Xj Szj Szj+1�Xj [( ~H+~h0 os!t)�(ĝ1~S2j+ĝ2~S2j+1)℄+Xj (D1[~S2j � ~S2j+1℄z +D2[~S2j+1 � ~S2j+2℄z) ; (1)where Sx;y;zj are the operators of the projetions of S = 1=2 spin at sitej, J � 0 is the exhange oupling, Jz (�J � Jz � J) is the parameterof the magneti anisotropy, D1;2 are the onstants of the DM interation(DM vetors are supposed to be ollinear to the diretion of the magnetianisotropy and (D1+D2)=2 desribes a homogeneous DM oupling, whereas(D1 � D2)=2 is onneted with a staggered DM interation), the matriesĝ1;2 determine e�etive (staggered) g-fators of magneti ions, ! and h0 arethe frequeny and the magnitude of the a magneti �eld, respetively.3. In the absene of any interations the standard EPR geometry (i.e.,the a magneti �eld polarized perpendiular to the d �eld) the EPR mani-fests two maxima in the absorbed power of the a �eld at ~!res = gz1;2H, andgz1;2 are the omponents of the g-tensor. Here we propose to study the dif-ferent EPR geometry, with the a magneti �eld ollinear to the diretion ofthe d �eld: the parallel pumping. This geometry permits to �nd solutionsfor harateristis of the system under parallel pumping in the losed form,as we show below. On the other hand, it permits to detet the origin of thespin gap formation. For simpliity let us onsider the ase Hx = Hy = 0,Hz = H and in the following we drop the indies z for the omponents ofthe g-tensor. In this ase we know [6,8℄ that there are two branhes of LLE



Magneti Field-Indued Gap in Quantum Spin . . . 1401with the energies "k;1;2. It determines the onset of two ritial magneti�elds in the ground state: H1, at whih the spin gap is losed, and H2,of the transition to the spin-polarized state [8℄. Then, using the small pa-rameter jg1 � g2jh0=~! � 1, we perform the resonane approximation [8℄,i.e., we single out the terms whih make nonzero ontribution to the linearresponse of the system, while other terms, expliitly dependent of time, wedisard. The main resonane proesses for a parallel pumping result fromthe merger of an elementary spin rotation of spin at even site of the hain(LLE of one branh of the spetrum) with a photon of the pumping �eldwhih gives rise to a spin rotation of the spin at an odd site of the hain inthe opposite diretion (LLE from the other branh) and vie versa. In thesteady-state regime the absorption is essentially nonzero. It is �nite (lim-ited) for any magnitudes of the a �eld. There is no any threshold value forthe magnitude of the a �eld (usually harateristi to the parallel pumpingin magnetially ordered systems), i.e., the parallel EPR pumping does notlead to the parametri instability. The reason is the redued dimensionality(i.e., LLE are spinons, whih satisfy the Fermi statistis rather than spinwaves, harateristi for ordered magnets, whih obey the Bose statistis).The homogeneous and staggered total magneti moments osillate with thefrequeny of the a �eld in the steady-state regime. The time-independentparts of the total staggered and homogeneous magneti moments, aused bythe pumping, are proportional to h20 at small h0, as expeted. In the linearresponse regime the a absorption has the formQ = N! (g1 � g2)2h208 Z dk(n0k;2 � n0k;1)(1 � �2)Æ("k;1 � "k;2 � ~!) ; (2)where n0k;1;2 are the Fermi distribution funtions with energies "k;1;2 and� = (g1 � g2)H=("k;1 � "k;2).4. In the spin-polarized state H � H2 the absorption is equal to zero(it is small for T 6= 0 for H � H2) for any D1 and D2. In the spin-gappedstate H � H1, Q is maximal for H = 0, and smoothly beomes smallerwith the growth of the value of the d magneti �eld. Q is small at high T .The a �eld an a�et the AHC only for Emin � ~! � Emax, i.e., one hasthe frequeny threshold e�et. For H � H2, Emin = Emax = (g1 + g2)H2.For H � H2 we have Emax =p(g1 � g2)2H2 + 4g1g2H22. Emin is equal top(g1 � g2)2H2 + 2g1g2H21 for H � H1, and (g1 + g2)H for H1 � H �H2. In the resonane the response of the AHC is a�eted by the van Hovesingularities � ([(~!)2 � E2min℄[E2max � (~!)2℄)�1=2, harateristi for 1Dsystems. Q is maximal in the ground state for the resonane frequeny,~!res. It is (formally) equal to ~!res = (g1 + g2)H2 for H � H2 (Q = 0in this region in the ground state), and for H � H2 we have (~!)2res =



1402 A.A. Zvyagin, G.A. Zvyagina(g1 � g2)2H2 + 8g1g2H22A, where A = H21=(H21 +H22) for H � H1, andA = H2=(H2 +H22) for H1 � H � H2. In the ritial region, H1 � H �H2, with gapless exitations, we expet the resonane harateristis of oursystem to be renormalized due to the inter-hain oupling (i.e., due to thepossible magneti ordering). However, magneti sub-latties in the orderedphase must also have di�erent nominal values of magnetizations beause ofdi�erent values of e�etive g-fators. Hene the proess of the merger ofan elementary rotation of a magneti moment of one magneti sub-lattiewith a photon of the parallel pumping, whih gives rise to a rotation ofa magneti moment of the other sub-lattie in the opposite diretion, has topersist in the ordered phase, too.5. The main onlusion is following: The e�ets of the staggered DMinteration and staggered g-fators are di�erent under the ondition of theEPR parallel pumping. The main di�erene omes from the fat that thereal and imaginary parts of the dynamial magneti suseptibility beomezero for g1 = g2, while they are �nite for D1 = D2, but for g1 6= g2. In thease of D1 = D2 the spin-gapped phase does not exist (H1 = 0) and themaximum for the absorption is manifested only as a smooth funtion of theapplied d �eld. On the other hand, for D1 6= D2 one an see two di�erentregimes for the resonane absorption as a funtion of H. In the spin-gappedphase the resonane frequeny has an ativation harater. For small valuesof jg1 � g2j the slope of the dependene of the resonane frequeny as afuntion of H is small in this phase. For H1 � H � H2 the dependene ofthe resonane frequeny has a negative urvature (with the e�etive g-fatorrenormalized by spin�spin interations). This e�et an be experimentallyobserved in the e�etively 1D AHC, whih manifest a magneti �eld-induedspin gap of LLE, to hek whih mehanism, the staggered DM interation,or staggered g-fators (or both) form the �eld-indued spin�gap there.REFERENCES[1℄ V.E. Korepin, N.M. Bogoliubov, A.G. Izergin, Quantum Inverse SatteringMethod and Correlation Funtions, Cambridge University Press, Cambridge1993, and referenes therein.[2℄ F.D.M. Haldane, Phys. Rev. Lett. 50, 1153 (1983).[3℄ D.C. Dender et al., Phys. Rev. Lett. 79, 1750 (1997).[4℄ B. Shmidt et al., Physia B 300, 121 (2001).[5℄ R. Feyerhern et al., J. Phys. Condens. Matter 12, 8495 (2000).[6℄ A.A. Zvyagin, Sov. Phys. JETP 71, 779 (1990); M. Oshikawa, I. A�ek, Phys.Rev. Lett. 79, 2883 (1997).[7℄ A.A. Zvyagin, G.A. Zvyagina, Phys. Rev. B62, 11511 (2000).[8℄ A.A. Zvyagin Sov. J. Low Temp. Phys. 16, 41 (1990); Sov. J. Low Temp.Phys. 14, 366 (1988).


